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Abstract

Demonstratives—simple referential devices like this and
that—are linguistic universals, but their meaning varies cross-
linguistically. In languages like English and Italian, demon-
stratives are thought to encode the referent’s distance from the
producer (e.g., that one means “the one far away from me”),
while in others, like Portuguese and Spanish, they encode rel-
ative distance from both producer and receiver (e.g., aquel
means “the one far away from both of us”). Here we propose
that demonstratives are also sensitive to the receiver’s focus
of attention, hence requiring a deeper form of social cognition
than previously thought. We provide initial empirical and com-
putational evidence for this idea, suggesting that producers use
demonstratives to redirect the receiver’s attention towards the
intended referent, rather than only to indicate its physical dis-
tance.
Keywords: pragmatics; deictic communication; Theory of
Mind; computational modelling

Introduction
Linguistic communication is a thoroughly social phe-
nomenon: It requires the producer and receiver of a message
to consider each other’s mental states in order to make them-
selves understood (Brown-Schmidt, Yoon, & Ryskin, 2015;
Grice, 1957; Rubio-Fernández, 2020; Sperber & Wilson,
1986). The question remains, however: how deep do the de-
mands that language places on social cognition run? Is it only
a matter of pragmatics (taking into account context), or does
grammar also hinge on social cognition? Here we address
that question by investigating a unique class of words that is
present in all of the world’s languages, and emerged early on
in the evolution of language: demonstratives (e.g., this and
that; Diessel, 2003). Key to our investigation, demonstratives
serve two related functions: (1) they indicate the location of
a referent relative to the deictic center (e.g., the speaker’s po-
sition in English), and (2) they coordinate the interlocutors’
joint focus of attention (Diessel, 2006, 2012a, 2012b).

While demonstratives are a universal tool for joint atten-
tion (Diessel, 1999, 2003), they exhibit great cross-linguistic
variability: depending on the language, demonstratives may
indicate not only the distance, but also the altitude, familiar-
ity, position, reachability or visibility of a referent, from the
perspective of the producer, the receiver, or both (Levinson,
2018). Thus, demonstratives can have different meanings
(i.e., different semantics), despite always being used to es-
tablish joint attention (i.e., similar pragmatics). Here, we in-
vestigate how the meaning of different demonstrative systems

(Study 1) and their pragmatic use (Study 2) hinge on social
cognition.

Linguistic typology distinguishes between distance-
oriented and person-oriented demonstrative systems
(Diessel, 2013). In distance-oriented systems, demonstra-
tives indicate the distance of a referent from the producer’s
position. For example, in Italian, the proximal form questo is
used when the referent is close to the speaker, and the distal
form quello when it is far away from the speaker. By con-
trast, in person-oriented systems, demonstratives indicate the
distance of a referent not only from the producer’s position,
but also from the receiver’s. For example, in Spanish (which
has three demonstratives), the proximal form este is used
when the referent is close to the speaker, the medial form ese
when it is far from the speaker but close to the listener, and
the distal form aquel when it is far away from both.

From the point of view of social cognition, distance-
oriented and person-oriented systems make different
perspective-taking demands. Thus, in languages with
person-oriented systems, producers must monitor the re-
ceiver’s spatial location to accurately use demonstratives
(e.g., depending on whether the listener is close or far from
the referent, a Spanish speaker may use ese or aquel). By
contrast, in distance-oriented systems, producers always use
demonstratives from their own, egocentric perspective (e.g.,
an Italian speaker would refer to a far-away object as quello,
regardless of the listener’s position).

Regarding the pragmatics of demonstratives, here we
tested a novel prediction: given their universal function to
establish joint attention, producers of all languages should
be sensitive to their receiver’s focus of attention when using
demonstratives. Thus, if a listener is looking further away
from the referent, an Italian speaker may use the proximal
form ‘questo’ (gloss: Look over here!), even if the object is
not particularly close to her. Reversely, if the listener is look-
ing closer, the speaker may use the distal form ‘quello’ (gloss:
Look over there!).

We investigated the demands that demonstrative use poses
on social cognition in two studies. In Study 1, we develop two
computational models of demonstrative use, one distance-
oriented and one person-oriented, which we tested in two lan-
guages with distance-oriented systems (English and Italian)
and two languages with person-oriented systems (Portuguese
and Spanish). In Study 2, we developed a variant of the base-
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Figure 1: Sample experimental trials with added visuali-
sations of the distance-oriented and person-oriented mod-
els (top) and the attention-correction mechanism (bottom).
Coloured cones indicate the probability that the pragmatic
speaker will produce each demonstrative for a given referent.
The attention-correction arrows indicate for which demon-
strative (proximal/distal) the production probability increases
when the listener is looking in the wrong direction.

line models including an attention-correction mechanism (i.e.
demonstratives are used flexibly depending on the receiver’s
attention), which we tested in the same four languages.

Study 1: Monitoring listener spatial location
We tested the typological analysis of English and Italian
demonstratives (as two-way distance-oriented systems) and
Portuguese and Spanish (as three-way person-oriented sys-
tem) using two novel computational models of demonstrative
use and an online experiment.For the languages in our sam-
ple, both languages with a two-way demonstrative contrast
(e.g. questo/ quello) are distance oriented, whereas both lan-
guages with a three-way distinction (e.g. este/ ese/ aquel)
are person oriented. However, these features do not necessar-
ily co-occur. For example, Turkish has a three-way system
(buna/ şuna/ ona) but is distance oriented (Ozyurek, 1998).

Computational framework
For clarity, we explain our computational model in the con-
text of our experimental setup (shown in Figure 1). Here, a
speaker and a listener stand on opposite sides of a table with
four objects. The speaker asks the listener for one of the ob-
jects using a demonstrative.

Our computational model is a hybrid of the Incremental
Collaborative Efficiency (ICE) framework (Jara-Ettinger &
Rubio-Fernandez, 2020) and the Rational Speech Act (RSA)
framework (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Frank,
2016). That is, our model is structured around two key ideas:

First, the ICE framework posits that speakers go beyond pro-
ducing messages that have sufficient information to recover
the intended referent; instead, speakers also aim to help the
listener identify the referent quickly and efficiently (Rubio-
Fernandez, Mollica, & Jara-Ettinger, 2021). In the context
of physical reference, this implies that speakers take into ac-
count the listener’s expected visual search for the referent.
That is, among two equally-informative utterances, speak-
ers will prefer whichever helps the listener locate the referent
faster. Second, the RSA framework posits that interlocutors
engage in recursive social reasoning to derive the pragmatic
meaning of words. Our model can therefore be thought of as
having three layers: a simple speaker that produces demon-
stratives that best support visual search in literal listeners; a
pragmatic listener that adjusts their visual search by consider-
ing why the speaker selected the demonstrative they did; and
a pragmatic speaker that produces demonstratives by reason-
ing about the expected visual search of a pragmatic listener.

At the highest level, our computational framework asso-
ciates different demonstratives with different patterns of vi-
sual search in a context-sensitive manner. We achieve this
by assigning association strengths to referents, which cap-
ture the degree to which a demonstrative applies to an ob-
ject given its location (e.g., “this” is strongly associated with
objects close to the speaker). We assume a visual search
strategy that prioritizes looking at strongly-associated objects
(i.e., look at objects that are most likely to be the intended
referent). This visual search strategy allows the speaker to
estimate the expected time the listener will need to identify
the correct referent (quantified in number of fixations), and
select the demonstrative that minimizes listener search time.
(All code used is available at: https://github.com/marieke-
woensdregt/demonstratives model).

Distance-oriented semantics The baseline distance-
oriented model captures a system where the semantics of
demonstratives are sensitive only to the position of the
speaker. Below we describe for each demonstrative term
how we define its association strengths under the distance-
oriented model. First, for proximal demonstratives (e.g., this
in English or este in Spanish), objects closer to the speaker
have a higher association strength. Put more formally,
the association strength of a referent with the proximal
demonstrative is inversely proportional to the referent’s
distance from the speaker: −|posr − posS| (where posr is
the referent’s position, and posS the speaker’s position).
Conversely, for distal demonstratives (e.g., that in English
or aquel in Spanish), objects farther from the listener have
a higher association strength. Thus, put formally, the asso-
ciation strength of a referent with the distal demonstrative
is directly proportional to the referent’s distance from the
speaker: |posr − posS|.

Finally, medial demonstratives (e.g., ese in Spanish) en-
code intermediate distances. One possible way to implement
this is with an association strength function that peaks around
the central distribution of objects. Alternatively, however, this
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meaning of medial demonstratives can emerge through prag-
matic reasoning: medial demonstratives cover the intermedi-
ate region, because speakers would be wiser to use the prox-
imal or distal demonstratives on the edges of the scene. We
therefore set medial demonstratives as a uniform association
strength function, and allow pragmatic reasoning to naturally
constrain its meaning to the central region of the space.

Person-oriented semantics The baseline person-oriented
model captures a system where the semantics of demonstra-
tives are sensitive to the position of both the speaker and
the listener. First, typological analyses posit that in person-
oriented systems with three demonstratives, proximal demon-
stratives signal proximity to the speaker (Diessel, 2013). The
association strength function of the proximal demonstrative
is therefore identical to the one from the baseline distance-
oriented model described above. Second, in person-oriented
systems, medial demonstratives (e.g. ese in Spanish) signal
referents that are far from the speaker but close to the lis-
tener. Put formally, a referent’s association strength is defined
by adding up its distance from the speaker (i.e. farther from
speaker yields higher association strength) to the inverse of
its distance from the listener (i.e. closer to listener yields
higher association strength): |posr − posS| − |posr − posL|
(where posL stands for the listener’s position). Finally, for
distal demonstratives (e.g., aquel) a referent has high associ-
ation strength if it is far from both the speaker and the lis-
tener. Thus, put formally, a referent’s association strength is
defined by adding up its distance from the speaker (i.e. far-
ther from speaker yields higher association strength) to its
distance from the listener (i.e. farther from listener yields
higher association strength): |posr − posS|+ |posr − posL|.

Production behaviour Below we describe how the
context-sensitive semantics defined above (in terms of the
referents’ association strengths) get turned into visual search
cost estimates, which are then used by the speaker to deter-
mine which demonstrative to produce in a given situation.

Simple speaker Given the context-sensitive semantics
specified above, we normalize the association strengths that
the different referents have for the simple listener (AL(r|w))
to a common scale in the [0,1] range, and transform them into
a probability distribution through softmax. The resulting dis-
tribution represents the probability of the listener fixating on
each potential referent upon hearing a given demonstrative:

PLsimple(r f ixation|w) ∝ eAL(r|w)/τL (1)

where τL is a rationality parameter that modulates the influ-
ence of context-sensitive semantics on visual search. When
τL is low, the listener will always fixate on objects in strict
order of association strength. As τL increases, the listener
performs a more noisy visual search.

Through this process, our simple speaker forms a belief
about how the listener will search for the referent after hear-
ing a demonstrative. Because this belief is probabilistic,

we compute the expected visual search (obtained via Monte
Carlo simulations with n = 1000 samples) associated with
each demonstrative. Finally, the speaker produces utterances
approximately rationally: trying to minimise the simple lis-
tener’s search cost for the intended referent:

PSsimple(w|r, posS, posL) ∝ e−CLsimple (r|w)/τS (2)

where CLsimple(r|w) is the expected visual search cost given a
demonstrative w to identify referent r, and τS is the speaker’s
rationality. This parameter is analogous to the one from Eq.
1, but now modulates speaker behaviour (rather than listener
visual search). When τS is low, the speaker always selects
the demonstrative associated with the lowest expected search
cost. As τS increases, the speaker’s behaviour becomes more
noisy: more likely to choose suboptimal demonstratives.

Pragmatic speaker Finally, we added a layer of recur-
sive social reasoning, using the RSA framework (Frank &
Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Frank, 2016). This pragmatic
speaker assumes as their audience a pragmatic listener, who
in turn assumes they receive utterances produced by the sim-
ple speaker described above.

The pragmatic listener’s fixation probabilities (Eq. 3) , are
based on the simple speaker’s production probabilities (Eq.
2), in order to infer the probability of referent r given that
the speaker produced word w. The pragmatic listener fixates
on referents approximately rationally: trying to maximise the
probability that the referent they look at is indeed the simple
speaker’s intended referent, given the demonstrative received,
again modulated by the listener’s rationality parameter τL:

PLprag(r f ixation|w, posS, posL) ∝ ePSsimple (w|r,posS,posL)/τL (3)

Analogously to the simple speaker, the pragmatic speaker as-
sumes that the pragmatic listener’s visual search is expressed
in the probabilities given by Eq. 3. This enables the prag-
matic speaker to estimate the listener’s expected visual search
for the referent (implemented via Monte Carlo simulations
with n = 100 samples). The pragmatic speaker then produces
utterances approximately rationally: trying to minimise the
pragmatic listener’s search cost, modulated by rationality pa-
rameter τS:

PSprag(w|r, posS, posL) ∝ e−CLprag (r|w)/τS (4)

Experiment 1: Manipulating listener position
In Experiment 1, we obtained explicit judgments about
demonstrative use in four languages, which we then compare
to our baseline computational models.

Methods

Participants 200 native speakers of English (from the UK),
Italian (from Italy), Portuguese (Peninsular), and Spanish
(Peninsular) (n = 50 per language) were recruited through
Prolific and performed our task in Qualtrics.
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Portuguese Spanish English Italian
a) Experiment 1: Distance-based vs. person-based model comparison
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Person > Distance (baselines) Distance > Person (baselines) Person+attention > Person

Portuguese Spanish English Italian
b) Experiment 2: Attention correction vs. baseline model comparison

Listener tau Listener tau
.42.42.42.42.42.42.42.4

.4

2

Person > Person+attention
Distance+attention > Distance
Distance > Distance+attention

Figure 2: Model comparisons for Experiments 1-2. a) Comparison between person-oriented and distance-oriented models
against data from Experiment 1. The person-oriented model best fit data from Portuguese and Spanish speakers, while the
distance-oriented model best fit data from English and Italian speakers for a wide range of parameters. b) Evaluation of
whether the attention correction mechanism adds additional explanatory value against data from Experiment 2. Our results
reveal clear evidence of attention correction for Portuguese and Spanish, and ambiguous evidence for English and Italian.

Materials and Procedure Stimuli consisted of 16 displays
showing a speaker (figure labelled “You”) and a listener
(“Her”) on opposite sides of a table with four objects (Fig. 1).
The speaker appeared at the top right-end of the table across
trials, while the listener’s position varied parametrically with
each object position. The speaker’s attention indicated the
target object in each trial, illustrated through both body ori-
entation and line of gaze (represented by dashed lines). Target
position was counterbalanced across trials, fully crossed with
the listener’s position in a 4x4 design.

Participants were asked to adopt the role of the speaker and
complete a request for the target object (“Now I need. . . ”),
by choosing a demonstrative out of two or three options, de-
pending on the language (e.g. this/ that in English; este/ ese/
aquel in Spanish). Participants were asked to imagine that
they were in the physical situation depicted in each display
and had to select the expression they would be more likely to
use.

Results of Study 1

Our model enables us to generate quantitative predictions
about distance-oriented and person-oriented systems, for lan-
guages with either two or three demonstratives (i.e., with
what probability the pragmatic speaker would produce the
various demonstratives in a given situation). However, these
models require that we set the τL and τS parameters. We
therefore began by computing model predictions for a range
of these parameters ([0.4,2.0] in steps of 0.05τ), and per-
forming model comparison via Bayes factors (using a uni-
form prior over models). As Figure 2a shows, our computa-
tional models enabled us to extract which demonstrative sys-
tem is used in each language, in a robust manner, as param-
eter setting had little effect on our results. This model-based
analysis and our experiment confirmed past typological anal-
yses. The behavioural data of our English and Italian partic-
ipants is best explained by the distance-oriented model, sug-
gesting that speakers of these languages use demonstratives
to mark the relative distance of referents from their own posi-
tion. The data for Portuguese and Spanish, by contrast, is best

explained by the person-oriented model, suggesting speakers
of these languages use demonstratives to mark the distance of
referents relative to both the speaker’s and listener’s position.
Table 1 shows mean Bayes factors and their corresponding
evidence strength (Lee & Wagenmakers, 2014).

Lang.: Distance-oriented: Person-oriented:
#; mean BF; evidence #; mean BF; evidence

Port. 55; 9.577e+05; extreme 1013; 0.012; very strong
Span. 114; 2.085e+09; extreme 954; 0.016; very strong
Eng. 930; 2.041e+18; extreme 141; 0.182; moderate
It. 980; 3.980e+35; extreme 91; 0.107; moderate

Table 1: Number of parameter settings that favour each model
for Experiment 1, with corresponding mean Bayes factors and
evidence strength. For Portuguese and Spanish, the majority
of parameter settings fall in the column where the person-
oriented model fits best, whereas for English and Italian the
majority falls in the distance-oriented column (cf. Fig. 2a).

Figure 3 shows the proportions with which participants
used the various demonstratives in particular sample trials of
interest, alongside the corresponding model predictions. To
generate these model predictions, we used maximum like-
lihood estimation (through grid approximation in steps of
0.05τ) to identify the best parameter setting. These trials il-
lustrate that in a distance-oriented language like English (top
panel of Figure 3), demonstrative choice is sensitive to the
referent’s position (relative to the speaker), but not to the lis-
tener’s position. That is, when the target is in Position 2 (i.e.
one position away from the speaker), both the behavioural
data and the model predictions show that the proximal and
distal terms are roughly equally likely to be selected. How-
ever, when the target is in Position 4 (i.e. furthest away from
the speaker), the distal term is preferred (both in the model
and the behavioural data). Crucially, within these two situa-
tions (target in Position 2 and target in Position 4), neither
the behavioural data nor the model predictions distinguish
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Figure 3: Experiment 1 sample trials. Top row (a-b) shows 4
trials by English speakers and the distance-oriented model.
Bottom row (c-d) shows the same 4 trials by Portuguese
speakers and the person-oriented model. Bottom diagrams
show abstract schematics of the trial: each square represent
an object, with the target in black. The blue and red triangles
represent the speaker and listener location, respectively.

whether the listener is in Position 1 or 2. This shows that
listener position does not affect demonstrative choice in En-
glish (and analogously in Italian). If we compare this to a
person-oriented language like Portuguese (bottom of Figure
3), we see that both the behavioural data and the model are
sensitive to listener position. That is, when the target is in
Position 2 and the listener in Position 1, all three demonstra-
tive terms can be used. However, when the listener moves to
Position 2 (i.e. right in front of the target), we see that the
medial term is preferred (suggesting that the medial demon-
strative means “far from me but close to you” in Portuguese,
and analogously in Spanish).

Study 2: Monitoring listener visual attention
The goal of Study 2 is to expand our computational model and
experimental setting to investigate whether speakers monitor
the listener’s visual attention and use demonstratives flexibly
in order to redirect the listener towards the intended referent.

Integrating attention-correction into our models
We developed an Attention-correction model extension,
which follows the same structure as our baseline models
but modifies the association strength function of the prox-
imal and distal demonstratives. For proximal demonstra-
tives, the attention-correction mechanism boosts the associ-
ation strength of any referent closer to the speaker relative to
the listener’s focus of attention. Conversely, for distal demon-
stratives, the attention-correction mechanism boosts the asso-
ciation strength of any referent that is farther from the speaker
relative to the listener’s attention. Formally, we achieve this
by simply adding a constant value of 1 to the association
strength function for those referents that are (i) closer than
the listener’s attention for the proximal term, and (ii) further
away than the listener’s attention for the distal term. The rest

of the model works in an identical manner, creating a speaker
that now also uses demonstratives flexibly to direct the lis-
tener’s attention, and the listener reacts accordingly.

Experiment 2: Manipulating listener attention
Experiment 2 consisted of a task similar to Experiment 1,
with the difference that the stimuli now revealed (and para-
metrically varied) the listener’s attention, enabling us to test
if people use demonstratives as attention-redirection devices.

Methods

Participants 200 native speakers of English (from the UK),
Italian (from Italy), Portuguese (Peninsular), and Spanish
(Peninsular) (n = 50 per language) were recruited through
Prolific and performed our task in Qualtrics.

Materials and Procedure The stimuli consisted of 18 tri-
als, similar to those in Experiment 1. The two key differences
were (i) that the listener was always positioned directly in
front of the target object, and (ii) that the listener’s attention
varied parametrically with object position. Speaker and lis-
tener attention were indicated by their body orientation and
line of gaze, and the target was always the object that the
speaker was looking at. In half the trials, the speaker and lis-
tener perspectives were misaligned (i.e. looking at different
objects), so the speaker would have to redirect the listener’s
attention. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. Of
interest was whether participants selected different demon-
stratives in aligned- vs. misaligned-perspectives trials.

Results of Study 2
Figure 2b and Table 2 show the comparison between the base-
line model we derived for each language in Experiment 1
and the same model with an attention-correction mechanism.
Adding an attention-correction mechanism improved model
fit for Portuguese and Spanish, for virtually any parameter
setting. For English and Italian, however, which model comes
out as most likely varies greatly across different parameter
settings, with no clear pattern.

Lang.: Baseline: ; Attention-correction:
#; mean BF; evidence #; mean BF; evidence

Port. 65; 0.126; moderate 999; 1.649e+144; extreme
Span. 83; 0.087; strong 982; 9.533e+139; extreme
Eng. 583; 0.068; strong 489; 1.315e+54; extreme
It. 545; 0.053; strong 532; 4.950e+32; extreme

Table 2: Number of parameter settings that favour each model
for Experiment 2, with corresponding mean Bayes factors
and evidence strength. For Portuguese and Spanish, the
Attention-correction model fits best for the majority of pa-
rameter settings. English and Italian show no clear pattern.
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Figure 4: Experiment 2 sample trials. Top row (a-b) shows
4 trials by Italian speakers and the distance+attention model.
Bottom row (c-d) shows the same 4 trials by Spanish speak-
ers and the person+attention model. Bottom diagrams show
abstract schematics of the trial. Each agent’s attention is de-
picted through a solid line from the agent to an object, as well
as a coloured outline corresponding to the colour of the agent.

Figure 4 shows sample trials alongside model predictions
from Experiment 2. Here we can compare two cases of mis-
alignment in Italian and Spanish: When the listener’s atten-
tion is focused closer to the speaker than the target object (tar-
get in Position 2 and listener attention on Position 1, count-
ing from right to left), speakers of both languages are more
likely to use the distal term compared to when speaker and lis-
tener attention are aligned (on Position 2). Furthermore, lan-
guages with person-oriented systems like Spanish also show
that when the listener’s attention is focused further away than
the target object (target in Position 3 and listener attention
on Position 4), speakers are more likely to select the prox-
imal demonstrative than when speaker and listener perspec-
tives are aligned (target and listener attention on Position 3).

Discussion
We set out to investigate how language use recruits social
cognition by focusing on demonstratives—a unique class of
words that is present in all of the world’s languages and
whose use is pervasive in everyday social interaction (Diessel
& Coventry, 2020). To better understand how deep the de-
mands that demonstratives place on social cognition are, we
started by distinguishing the semantics of different demon-
strative systems (i.e. their grammatical meaning) and their
pragmatics (i.e. how they are used to establish joint attention
with the receiver). We predicted that social cognition could
be recruited at both levels, depending on the language.

We developed two novel computational models of demon-
strative use, one for distance-oriented systems (which indi-
cate referent distance from the producer’s position) and an-
other for person-oriented systems (which indicate distance
from both producer and receiver). These models are based
on the ICE framework (Jara-Ettinger & Rubio-Fernandez,
2020)—which rests on the assumption that speakers produce

helpful referential expressions by considering the listener’s
visual search, and on the RSA framework (Frank & Good-
man, 2012; Goodman & Frank, 2016)—which captures prag-
matic inferences through recursive social reasoning. In Study
1, these baseline models and an online demonstrative-choice
experiment were used to test typological analyses of four
different demonstrative systems. The results confirmed that
English and Italian have distance-oriented systems, whereas
Portuguese and Spanish have person-oriented systems.

The use of computational models to test typological analy-
ses of different languages has the potential to make an im-
portant contribution to both linguistics and typology since
there is not always a consensus on how to characterise a given
demonstrative system. For example, there is a longstanding
debate on the nature of the Spanish system (Peeters, Krah-
mer, & Maes, 2021), which our model predictions and human
data seem to resolve in favor of the person-oriented descrip-
tion. Regarding social cognition, our results also confirm that
different demonstrative systems place different perspective-
taking demands on their users. That is, person-oriented sys-
tems require that producers monitor the receiver’s spatial
location to accurately use demonstratives, while distance-
oriented systems do not require switching perspectives.

In Study 2, an attention-correction mechanism was incor-
porated into the baseline models to investigate whether pro-
ducers of all languages use demonstratives flexibly depend-
ing on whether their perspective is aligned with the receiver’s
or not. Being sensitive to the receiver’s focus of attention
would be efficient since demonstratives are used to establish
joint attention across languages (Diessel, 2006). Model com-
parison confirmed that Portuguese- and Spanish-speakers use
demonstratives flexibly to redirect the listener’s attention to
the intended referent. In English and Italian, while evidence
in favour of the attention-correction model is stronger than for
the baseline model, there is no clear model that fits best across
the range of parameter settings. The human data, however,
does suggest that English- and Italian-speakers use demon-
stratives flexibly depending on the listener’s attention focus.

We consider two possible reasons for the mixed results
of Study 2. First, it is possible that simply by having two
demonstratives at their disposal (instead of three), English-
and Italian-speakers reveal less attention correction than
Portuguese- and Spanish-speakers. Second, post-hoc anal-
yses showed that for the 2-way distance-oriented models, the
differences in model predictions between the baseline and
attention-correction variants are very small for most trials
compared to the 3-way person-oriented models. We are there-
fore planning to run a third experiment including more critical
trials to try to address these open questions.

In conclusion, the results of our studies confirm that us-
ing demonstratives—one of the building blocks of human
language—requires social cognition. Future studies should
explore the implications that cross-linguistic differences and
universals in demonstrative use may have for human social
cognition and its development.
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